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Many years ago, I decided fitness and health was a deep topic.  Much deeper than quick-

fix diets, TV gurus, and the revolving door of fads.    

These short blog posts and essays, all of which can be read in 30 seconds or less and 

which started around the time of the US real estate and banking crisis of 2008, are the 

result of many years of study and reflection on what it means to be healthy and how to 

get there. 

I chose the name, Notes from the Underground, because the posts are written in a fiercly 

independent intellectual style and reflect the sentiment of two of my favorite quotes: 

“Everything popular is wrong.”- Oscar Wilde 

“The unexamined life is not worth living.” - Socrates 

This collection is easy to read and at the very least will make you think. 

Enjoy. 

P.S. Check out my highly rated first book, Movement & Meaning: Building Mental 

Strength & Managing Stress through Exercise at http://www.movementandmeaning.com 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/
http://www.movementandmeaning.com/


Endorsements for Movement & Meaning 
 
“Movement and Meaning will forever change your outlook on the crucial nature of exercise in 
dealing with stress and building mental strength in the modern world.” 
 

- Tim Irwin, Ph.D.  
Organizational Psychologist 
Best Selling Author of IMPACT: Great Leadership Changes Everything 

 
“Stress is the silent killer of mental and physical health. In “Movement and Meaning” Scott offers a 
powerful and practical prescription for conquering stress, living longer and stronger, and enjoying 
each day of life to the max!” 
 

- Steve Franklin, Ph. D., Business Leader & Entrepreneur, Former Associate Dean of the 
Goizueta Business School at Emory University, Bestselling Author of Celebrate 100: 
Centenarian Secrets to Success in Business and Life 

 
“This book will give you a prescriptive approach about how you can use fitness and exercise to 
improve your life in ways you didn’t think were possible.  Scott will redefine for you the meaning of 
“success”, walk you through the history of fitness – from fad to what really works – and share the 
hidden benefits of exercise that could change your life forever! 
 

- Frank A. Argenbright, Jr., Chairman and CEO, SecurAmerica 
 
“Scott has admirably researched and tackled a subject of great importance to society. His insights 
and recommendations in this book on how to manage stress through exercise are spot on and very 
timely - well done!”  
 

- Dr. Ben Johnson, Chairman of the Department of Physical Education and Exercise Science, 
Brooklyn College of NYC, Former Director of the KSU Global Center for Social Change, 
International Academy for Disability Rights, International Academy for Women's 
Leadership and Sport for Health, Development and Peace, and the GSU Biomechanics and 
Ergonomics Laboratory. 

 
“Scott Godwin delivers a challenging book that will inspire and motivate in a surprising way.  With 
passion, conviction, and a wealth of knowledge of the backdrop of exercise within the context of 
history, industry, culture, anatomy and more, he skillfully illuminates in Movement and Meaning 
the essential value of exercise and its positive impact on fitness, health and well-being.   
 
Bottom line takeaway:  We need to get moving and we need to do it now.  No excuses!”   
  

- Penny Rue, MSW 
Clinical Social Worker and Community Volunteer    
 

"Scott Godwin enthusiastically and uniquely reminds us in his book "Movement and Meaning" why 
it’s more crucial than ever to remain active in body and mind." 
 

- Mike Eskew, Former Chairman and CEO, UPS 
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A $54,000 Used Car? 

I saw recently where a friend had posted a used car for sale on Facebook for $57,000. She 

later told me she sold it, thank goodness. I'm not by any means criticizing her, but it made 

me think about the "financial crisis". Is this how we got in this shape? People buying 

homes, cars, and stuff they don't need to impress each other, or to feel good temporarily 

when no one really cares anyway? 

 

One of my clients recently brought me an inspirational article about the golf legend Gary 

Player from South Africa. Gary is one of only 5 golfers to win the grand slam in golf and 

is still going strong at 75! 

 

He credits an extensive fitness regimen and healthy eating with his continued stellar 

success and wellbeing. The part of the article about Gary that sent shockwaves down my 

spine (seriously) were his comments about cars. Mr. Player made the observation that 

most people would frequently and willingly spend 1000s and 1000s of dollars on cars 

without ever investing in their own health and fitness.  

 

Don't get me wrong, I really enjoy my car and don't plan on going back to my Ford 

Ranger with no AC I drove for 10 years growing up. But these comments hit me like a 

ton of bricks. So true. 

 

Boost Your Testosterone Naturally 

Without Testosterone we wouldn't have the Brooklyn Bridge, the iPad, or the 750 pound 

bench press.  The USA and the Rough Riders might not have won the Spanish-American 

War either.  

 

You may never fight in a war, build a miraculous bridge, or invent the next technological 

gadget, but you can still increase your energy and achieve greater things by boosting your 

testosterone naturally:  

 

Lift Weights- Use High Volume (Weights x Reps x Sets), Employ Moderate Rest 

Between Sets 1-2 Minutes, Choose Compound Free Weight Exercises like squats, 

deadlifts, and bench press. 

 

Do High Intensity Interval Training 
 

Eat Animal Proteins Like Beef and Eggs, Preferably Organic  

 

Eat Nuts, Broccoli, Spinach, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Avocado, and Olive Oil 
 

Sleep 7-8 Hours or More  Per Night 
 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/the-best-exercise-for-men
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/high-intensity-interval-training-hiit
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Manage Stress- high levels of Cortisol, the stress hormone, will blunt your testosterone  

 

Limit Caffeine Intake- this will benefit your sleep and decrease stress 

 

Supplements- Vitamin D3, Fish Oils, Zinc, Magnesium 
 

Anecdotal Tips: 1) Compete in something physical, particularly a contact sport, 2) hang 

out with other men, 3) throw medicine balls, 4) watch motivational movies like Gladiator 

or Rudy 

 

Avoid-  

 Alcohol (except one day on the weekend because alcohol, particularly beer, 

lowers testosterone) 

 Household Cleaning Chemicals- can boost estrogen 

 The Ink From Receipts- can boost estrogen 

 Plastic Food Storage Containers- can boost estrogen 

 

This American Ride 

I went for a walk the other day and something strange occurred to me.  I was the only one 

walking.  As I walked past all of my neighbors houses, I realized I didn't know too many 

of them, which is my fault I guess.  And I realized I had the street all to myself. 

 

As childhood obesity soars, and PE is cut out of schools, we shouldn't ask ourselves why 

we are where we are.   Maybe obesity is such a problem because so few people walk 

anymore, maybe this is just one of many reasons.  Maybe most people don't care.  I care 

and I think many people do.   

 

I was telling a friend of mine the other day that I believe things will change over my 

lifetime.  Many in my generation are fed up, and those younger are looking for something 

different, from This American Ride, to quote the country singer Toby Keith.   

 

We got the big garages, full closets, nice cars, and big houses, and what did it get 

us?  A box at work, a box at home, a box to ride in.  We need more than that 

 

 

The Allegory of the Cave 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/chaos-and-what-you-can-do-about-it
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Right now I'm reading Plato's Republic.  Plato uses an allegory of prisoners who have 

spent their entire life inside a cave.  If you had spent your entire life living in a cave, 

would you really know what "reality" was? 

I think when it comes to health, it's a good idea to broaden your perspective and consider 

ideas, philosophies, and cultures different than your own.  You don't have to agree with 

them, or take them as your own, but at least learn about them and acknowledge them.  

That way you have a better idea what "reality" really is.  

 

Livable Communities 

When there are good places to go out and run, walk, play sports, games, get fresh air, or 

exercise, communities are healthier places to live.  When you travel around the world, 

country, or region, cities that are vibrant stand out.   Some were planned that way from 

the beginning and others are playing catch up. 

 

Savannah is known worldwide for its many beautiful plazas and parks.  New York has 

Central Park.  Small cities across America including my hometown of Scottsboro, Al are 

now are putting in plans for trails and greenways. 

 

One thing Atlanta and Buckhead (an Atlanta neighborhood) in particular haven't done 

well is provide land for green space and parks.  Buckhead ranks dead last in the amount 

of park land in the city of Atlanta. 

 

Livable Buckhead Inc. is looking to change that.  I heard Denise Starling speak at 

Buckhead Rotary and was impressed with what this organization is doing to make 

Buckhead a more attractive place to live.  Plans are in place to add 106 acres of 

greenspace to Buckhead over the next several years. 

 

Check them out on the web and get involved:  http://livablebuckhead.com/ if you live in 

my area. If not, support the parks in your area and the quality of life where you live will 

be improved.    

 

The Underlying Problem 

The most often excuse I hear about why someone can't achieve a goal is "I don't have 

time."  

 

Is this the real problem or is there something deeper? Often, we don't have time because 

we're wasting time or our priorities are out alignment. 

 

If I could offer you one of two choices, which would you choose? 

http://livablebuckhead.com/
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1) Work 60 hours per week or more so you can afford to live in an expensive house you 

rarely use, a really expensive car, the best name brand clothes BUT ......have very little 

time to exercise, plan, prepare, and enjoy meals, enjoy a hobby, volunteer, or spend 

quality time with family and friends, or.... 

 

2) Work 40 hours per week or less at a place close to home, live in a simple smaller 

house, drive a used but comfortable car, and wear tailored but inexpensive classic clothes 

AND......have plenty of time to exercise, plan, prepare, and enjoy meals, volunteer, pick 

up a hobby, and spend quality time with family and friends. 

 

The problem is not that we don't have time.  It's that we're playing the wrong game, one 

we didn't sign up for, and one we usually aren't even aware we're playing. 

 

We all have the same amount of time. The question is what are you going to do with it? 

 

Yoga Could Cure Rheumatoid Arthritis?   

 

Rheumatoid Arthritis is a long-term disease that causes inflammation and swelling of the 

joints.  It is considered an auto-immunity disease in that the body’s immune system is 

essentially attacking itself, instead of a virus or infection. 

 

One of our Live Well Yoga participants recently shared with me how she has been in 

remission from rheumatoid arthritis for several years.  She credits tai chi and yoga 

practices with her remission.   

 

Eleanor shared with me some intimate details of how stress, overwork, and overwhelm 

had become the dominating aspects of her life.  She went on to tell me how she had used 

tai chi and yoga to help her gain control of stress, emotions, and start to slow down and 

enjoy the moment more.  Her physical health soon followed the health of her mind and 

emotions. 

 

I love to hear about how the health of the body, mind, & spirit are so connected.  I also 

loved hearing she’s doing so much better because she is a very enjoyable person to be 

around.  Thanks for sharing Eleanor.  

 

How to Age Like a Fine Wine 

I will never forget when I was in Normandy, France in 2004 seeing 60-70+ year old 

women rummaging through beautiful French lingerie being sold in stalls in an open air 

market along with other things like chocolate, wine, produce, cheese, and other goods. 
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What struck me the most about this scene was the graceful aging of these older foreign 

French women, with their years of drinking red wine, smoking, and doing whatever else 

the French do, and how openly enthusiastic they were about buying up these racy 

undergarments in their later years.  Needless to say it was not a scene I was accustomed 

to seeing in America. 

 

Much has been made of the way the French, as well Mediterranean people as a whole, 

age well.   One thing is for sure, the French have a zeal for life.  As politically socialist as 

the country is, the French tend to focus their lives around tradition, craftsmanship, family, 

and food, a healthy way to live in any country.   

 

When it comes to aging well, I have a different take than most. 

 

The Japanese have a word, Ikigai, that I use, which basically means, "the reason you get 

up in the morning".   

 

The changes which have taken place in the last couple hundred years, particularly the last 

50 or so in the US, have made this concept of Ikigai crucial.  Life is dramatically 

different now that it has ever been and it can be downright confusing and depressing at 

times.  Nihilism seems to be the zeitgeist of our age.  Many have shunned the past, 

shunned family, shunned religion, shunned tradition, and are left asking, what's next? 

 

If you want to age well, finding your Ikigai, I believe is the key.  This comes natural to 

many, but not so natural for others. 

 

Here are some ways you can incorporate Ikigai into aging well. 

 

1) Identity: This is huge and something we rarely think about.  To age well, find your 

identity and stay connected to it.  A strong identity causes us to have unconscious 

cascades of biological reactions at the cellular level which promote health (through 

endorphins and other hormones).   

 

What do I care strongly about?  

How can I learn about, connect to, and pass on knowledge about my ancestors?   

How can I contribute to the causes I care deeply about?   

Where am I from, and what do I love about it?  

Who has given to me that I should be grateful to? 

Which special talents do I have that I could use at work?  If I don't know, how could I 

find out? 

How would I like to, if at all, break with the past, with tradition?  

Which traditions in my family, and in my country, and in my community, are important 

to me and that I want to carry on? 

What new traditions could I start in my family and in my community? 

What is sacred to me and how can I incorporate it into my life? 

How can I build a better future for those I identify with and care about the most, but not 

http://www.amazon.com/French-Women-All-Seasons-Pleasure/dp/0375711384/ref=pd_sim_b_1/189-0648452-4709225?ie=UTF8&refRID=091NSFPBR3CWX79HC89B
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at the expense of others (think Win-Win)? 

 

2) Emotional Health: Good emotional health decreases stress and the stress hormone 

cortisol, which prevents premature aging.  Forgive people.  Control your anger and 

channel it into positive pursuits.  Set boundaries.  Live with courage.  Speak your 

mind.  Try to understand the other person's point of view but don't be 

intimidated.  Journal.  Breathe.  Pray. Meditate. Run.  Let it go.  Laugh.   

 

3) Physical Health:  

 

We age physically through two means:  Oxidative stress and glycation.  These two are 

pretty straightforward.  To mitigate Oxidative stress, exercise regularly, ingest 

antioxidants through food (red wine is a good example), and avoid pollution and 

carcinogens like cigarette smoke and burnt meat.  

 

Caramelization, or Glycation, is what happens when we have too much sugar running 

wild inside the body.  Again, think of the brown layer of lasagna inside the oven. 

Delicious to eat, but not what you want happening on the inside.  Control your blood 

sugar by limiting sugar intake and processed carbs, and by staying active on a daily 

basis.   

 

So there you have it.  A quick guide to aging well.  Perhaps most importantly, get out and 

enjoy life! 

 

Don’t Break the Chain 

How are you doing in accomplishing your health and fitness goals?  This is one of the 

best apps I've seen for true change:  http://dontbreakthechain.com/.  I've been meditating 

10 minutes per day so I use the app on my phone to cross off the days.  Habits equal 

Destiny. 

Simply pick something you’re going to do every day and then cross it off on your phone 

app called Don’t Break the Chain.  If you try to avoid technology, then use a piece of 

paper and draw out a calendar with 30 days on it.   

Here are some ideas for things you can add as habits.  Just pick one and let it become a 

habit over a month or 3: 

 30 minutes of any type of exercise 

 Drinking 2 or less drinks per day 

 Meditating or Praying for 10 Minutes per day 

 Telling someone you are grateful for them 

 Drink 4 glasses of water per day 

 Get outside for 15 minutes 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/the-meditative-effect-of-exercise
http://dontbreakthechain.com/
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 Eat colorful vegetables 

 Don’t eat anything out of a cardboard box 

 

I Was Wrong About Several Small Meals per Day 

I use to tell everyone trying to lose weight to eat several small meals throughout the 

day.  I was wrong.  This might work for some people but not for others.  Everyone will 

respond differently to different types of eating patterns. 

 It's good to eat snacks if it keeps you from overeating later 

 It's good to be accustomed to feeling a little hungry if you want to lose weight 

 Fasting has some benefits, though we don't really understand why  

 

Stress makes us stronger.  Chaos can actually be good.  Some call this post-traumatic 

benefit.   

         

We need variability, in everything: temperature, exercise, diet, business markets, etc. 

 

The reason we became the most advanced species is variability.  We adapted.   

 

The reason New York has great restaurants is that the bad restaurants were allowed to go 

out of business (not bailed out). Variability creates adaptation, which creates a stronger 

living system. 

 

Democracies do better in many ways than Authoritarian Regimes.  

 

Living systems exist along a continuum, fragile (harmed by variability), robust (resistant 

to variability), and antifragile (gain from variability).  We should aim to become anti-

fragile.   

 

The brilliant Dr. Nassim Talib has proven this mathematically, but doesn't want us to get 

weighted down in the "why".  According to him, it's a waste of time.   Just work on being 

antifragile- low personal debt, caloric restriction, walking, weight training, and by using 

"rules of thumb" or age-old wisdom in many cases.   

 

Here is Nassim Taleb, talking about 

AntiFragile:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NXaafTpVjM 

 

 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/fast-food-detour
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/chaos-and-what-you-can-do-about-it
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NXaafTpVjM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NXaafTpVjM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NXaafTpVjM
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One Small Step: July 20, 1969- Defeating the Resistance 

"That's one small step for man, and one giant leap for mankind."  With those words Neil 

Armstrong became the first man to walk on the moon.  Can you imagine how that 

felt?  Uncharted territory. 

 

In his brilliant book, The War of Art, Steven Pressfield lays out "The Resistance" and 

describes in detail why it's so hard to accomplish anything worthwhile.  It's not hard to 

write, it's hard to sit down to write.  Amazingly, after many years of studying 100s of 

books on health and wellness, his book on "Art" sums up the challenges with becoming 

healthier better than any I've ever read. 

 

To reach for and attain a higher level of health takes beating "The Resistance" just like 

writing the book, painting the picture, finishing the degree, or starting the business or 

charity. 

 

In order to show up and be inspired you'll have to beat "The Resistance" - soccer games, 

hangovers, vacation houses, "colds", or that friend in town you need to catch up with. 

 

Milo & Muscle: How to Build Muscle 

Someone asked me this morning, "Scott, how do I put on muscle and get stronger?" I 

responded, "Progressive Resistance." He said "What is that?" I said "You have to 

continually stress yourself with heavier weights to gain muscle and strength." 

 

It reminded me of the legend of Milo the Greek, which I told him about. Milo was a 

legendary Greek warrior who is said to have won many wrestling competitions.  

 

According to legend, Milo trained by carrying a calf daily from its birth until it became a 

full-sized ox, which was his "progressive resistance." As the Ox got bigger and stronger, 

so did Milo.   

 

We all have limits of course, but this is the basic idea.  To put on muscle and get stronger, 

lift more weight and more often.  True in other areas of life as well, push the limits and 

see what happens. 

 

Who Are Your Heroes? 

 

Heroes can make a big difference for motivation.  Who do you want to be like? 

 

They don't have to be perfect, no one is. Just pick out something you really admire about 

the person and try to emulate this quality.  The famous psychologist Carl Jung 
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popularized the idea of archetypes and the unconscious collective mind, which he 

believed we inherited from our ancestors.  According to him, we can identify with heroes, 

in literature and in life, and this is a healthy thing for us.   

 

Here are some of my heroes, and why. My Granddad and Dad for serving their country, 

for being honest and good men, and for knowing so much about how to do so many 

things, particularly with their hands. My Mom for being a constantly nurturing, kind, and 

caring person, literally helping 1000s of people throughout her life. 

 

Rosa Parks for refusing to get off the bus, Notre Dame's "Rudy" for grit, St. Paul for 

courage, Jesus for grace, Ayn Rand for intellectual courage. Jobs for creativity and 

commitment.  General Lee for being a loyal gentleman.  Washington for dignity. Reagan 

for communication abilities.  I've been lucky to have many great mentors.   Most of my 

heroes I admire for some type of courage.   

 

The Navy Seals I admire because they are the baddest dudes on the planet and passed 

what is quite possibly the most difficult physical training possible.  Sometimes, when I'm 

gutting out a tough workout I think about them.  

 

I could care less about NBA basketball but I read recently that Kobe Bryant gets up at 

5am every day to work out and practice for 4-5 hours every morning, before the team 

practices! I admire Kobe Bryant for this, as imperfect as he may be. 

 

Heroes tell us stories. Stories inspire emotions and emotions motivate us into action. 

Don't expect them to be perfect (most anyway), but pick some heroes to help you stay 

motivated. 

 

The Meditative Effect of Exercise 

One of the great mental benefits of having a hobby, particularly one like exercise, is that 

it allows us a chance to stop thinking about, working on, or worrying about our problems. 

If we're stressed out about a work project, a relationship issue, or a bill we have to pay, 

we can take some time to focus on something else. This allows our mind and emotions 

time to process whatever it is we're stressed about and then come back to the problem 

with more clarity. I touched on this in my previous post, Mental Interval Training. 

If we can fully immerse ourselves into whatever activity we're doing, when we finish 

we'll feel better. When you're mind wanders during your exercise or a hobby, because it 

will, don't be too hard on yourself. Simply and gently bring your attention back to the 

task at hand. 

When it comes to fitness, activities like dance, yoga, martial arts, and complex weight 

training modalities like kettlebells are particularly beneficial for stress because they 

http://psychology.about.com/od/personalitydevelopment/tp/archetypes.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rB0k21sGT_A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8T52ZWVzEM
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/mental-interval-training
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require a high amount of concentration.   Interrupting the pattern of overwhelm is crucial 

to dealing with stress. 

 

Fraternity: The Benefits of Brotherhood 

As I was reading through Flourish by Dr. Martin Selgiman, an insightful book about 

where true happiness really comes from, I was reminded that one of the healthiest things 

we can do as men and women is to have a strong group of friends, bonded together like 

brothers or sisters. 

 

When we think Fraternity, we think about band parties, polo shirts, drunkenness, and the 

movie Animal House, particularly in the south. 

 

Fraternity is in fact an ancient idea.  Men have come together to form fraternities, or 

brotherhoods, for thousands of years.  One of the oldest examples of this is the Masonic 

Society.  

 

The zeitgeist of today is to neuter gender in to an androgyny. This doesn't play well for 

fraternity.  I don't believe this is the way to build a healthy society, or even a fun 

one.  Girls joining Boy Scouts doesn't seem like it's going to do anyone any good to 

me.  According to Flourish, Seligman's work, one of the major predictors of recovery 

from heart attacks is social connections.  

 

When I’m shooting sporting clays today with my brother and Dad, I feel a strong sense of 

fraternity.  This can be the highlight of the day, and a healthy one at that.  

 

What is Pain? 

Peyton Manning is a very popular player in the NFL.  He often plays with pain and just 

returned to the gridiron after a serious neck injury and painful recovery from surgery and 

he even made it back to the Super Bowl.  

 

What is pain?  Simply put, pain is a signal from the body that something is wrong.   

 

What should you do about pain?  First figure out what is causing it, make changes, and 

then stay disciplined to these changes.   

 

The biggest mistake people tend to make in regards to pain is to view the body in purely 

mechanical terms.  You are not a machine.  You are living, breathing, and changing 

human being and "you" involves physiological, spiritual, hormonal, mechanical, 

anatomical, digestive, and other properties and factors. 
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To deal best with pain, it is important to make this shift in perspective.  You can work 

through pain.  Then, you have to turn pro like Peyton Manning.  One reason we admire 

Manning so much, other than his awesome athletic ability, is his professionalism.  He 

shows up- for practice, for rehab, for press conferences, for meetings, for commercials, 

for training, etc.- and he is the consummate professional, self-disciplined, focused, 

humble, patient, and strong.  A true professional. 

 

Drinking the Kool-Aid: The Shepherd Center 

I don't know about you, but when I was a kid I loved Kool-Aid.  Grape Kool-Aid, to be 

exact. 

 

It wasn't until the Jonestown Massacre of 1978 that the phrase "drinking the Kool-Aid" 

became a common metaphor in the United States and Canada for a wholehearted and 

blind devotion to an ideology.   When my friend and client Glenn Smith, a retired UPS 

executive from Atlanta, used the term recently to describe his emergency stay at the non-

profit Shepherd Center Hospital of Atlanta he was referring to the remarkable treatment 

he got from the staff.   Glenn mentioned to me that he asked all of the staff- "Where's the 

Kool-Aid you're drinking?"  He was blown away at the extraordinary level of service and 

expertise he got there. 

 

I had taught swimming lessons at The Shepherd Center years ago through The Center for 

Visually Impaired and was impressed but I'd never had an experience quite like this with 

someone I knew well.  In case you're not familiar, The Shepherd Center specializes in 

treatment, research, and rehab for those suffering from brain and spinal cord injuries 

including troops returning from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.  

 

Every once in a while, a story unfolds that is inspirational on many levels.  Glenn and I 

became quick friends after working together a few months and I consider our short 

friendship to be a true blessing.  He wouldn't be alive without The Shepherd Center and 

the team of many people who have helped him throughout his journey.  Glenn spent 22 

days in a coma and had only a 7% chance of survival.   He left me a voicemail one week 

after being there and two weeks after and I saved and listened to both repeatedly because 

the sound of his voice recovering is dramatic.  

 

What makes an organization so extraordinary that the staff "drinks the Kool-Aid"? 

 

As his recovery continues, I would urge you to consider volunteering or giving to 

Shepherd or continuing to give:  www.shepherd.org . Many of their patients can't afford 

to pay and Shepherd prides itself on taking only the most challenging cases. 

 

Glenn graciously gives me credit for saving his life.  The doctors tell him he would have 

died had he been any less fit. 

 

http://www.shepherd.org/
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Even though his thanks give me great joy and remind me why I love what I do so much, I 

give the credit to the work he did to get in the best shape he's been in since his basketball 

days at The University of Louisville 50 years ago.  

 

This is a very inspirational story of family, friends, love, dedication, and something 

Atlantans can be proud of. 

 

The 12 Commandments of Fitness 

When I was on the radio last week with Greg Williams, we had a great time talking about 

the close relationship between good personal philosophy and good political philosophy. 

 

Some of you asked, so here they are....the 12 Commandments of Fitness, as I see 

them.  Let me know what you think. 

 

Easy to understand but not always easy to do, the 12 Commandments of Fitness are all 

you need to know to be successful in fitness.  You may think these are common sense and 

you'd be right, which makes them all the more important.   

 

1. Don't blame other people for your problems. 
 

We all do this.  It's easy to do.  Don't do it.  One of the hallmarks of a narcissistic culture 

is a refusal to accept personal responsibility for your life.  Sometimes other people are 

hard to deal with. Don't allow the world around you to control how you respond to life's 

ups and downs.  If you want to achieve a goal, stop pointing the finger at other people for 

why you can't. 

 

2.  Don't make excuses. 
 

You're not too tired, too old, too fat, too slow, to stressed out, too dumb, too ugly, too 

poor, too lethargic, too sick, or too young.  Do it. 

 

3. Learn skills. 
 

If your back hurts, learn proper form, good stretches, and good therapeutic 

movements.  Learn ways to work around problems because they will always be there. 

Life is a set of problems requiring skills to deal with.   

 

4. Don't covet another person's body or fitness. 
 

Life isn't fair.  Some of us are tall, short, ugly, pretty, fast, slow, average, or 

uncoordinated.  Some of us aren't.  Accept the hand you were dealt and do the absolute 

best you can with it. 

 

http://www.americaswebradio.com/showpages/GregsList.php
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5. Commit to the process.   
 

Make a plan and stick with it every day.  Take it 1 meal, 1 rep, 1 breathe, 1 work out and 

1 day at a time.  Get better little by little. 

 

6. Get on a team. 
 

Human beings are social creatures.  We do better when we have someone to lean on or to 

push us.  Find friends, coaches, or trainers who want you to do your best and have your 

best interests in mind.    They should be willing to push you and tell you the truth. 

 

7. Seek the truth. 
 

Modern life is structured to be as easy as possible.  It is now an act of treason to tell 

someone the truth, for fear of being labeled a "bully".  When it comes to achieving a goal, 

feedback is an absolute necessity.  Seek out the truth.  Find out what you need to do, and 

do it. 

 

8.  Don't buy into the untrue myths. 
 

Our culture is full of myths.  They sell, which is why they're everywhere.  Marketers, 

media pundits, and politicians find out what people believe and then "sell" 

accordingly.  The problem with myths is that they confuse us into thinking there are 

shortcuts in life.  There are no shortcuts.  Train hard and don't give up. Ever.  That's all 

you need to know. 

 

9. Do the right thing and obey the Golden Rule. 
 

Set limits and boundaries about what is appropriate for yourself and others. Be a team 

player.  Help other people achieve their goals.  Don't be loud, rude, or smell bad.  Once 

you find some success, help and encourage other people.  This will make your experience 

better and more fulfilling. 

 

10. Find your territory. 
 

Exercise is a powerful drug for your mind.  Like a wild bear, or a wolf on the hunt, you 

need to establish a territory for your mind and spirit, where you can do your 

work.  Maybe it's a weight room, a road for running, a game, or a sport.  Whatever it is, 

find it, commit to it and don't give up.  It's just between you two, you and the lesser 

you.  America has very few outlets for non-market sources of identity, which is a very 

unhealthy way of life.  The myths of debt, materialism, and consumerism marginalize 

non-market activities like religion, civic participation, sport participation, spontaneous 

gatherings and play, fitness, and gardening.  Find a non-market related territory which 

builds you up and revitalizes you. 
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11.  Pay attention to details. 
 

Are my shoes causing hip pain?  Am I allergic to a certain type of food, a certain exercise, 

or a certain person?  Am I eating without thinking about what I'm eating or without 

enjoyment?  Am I not resting enough? How is my form?  What can I do to mix it up and 

make things more fun?  What can I learn? 

 

12.  Learn something new. 
 

If you want to age gracefully, constantly challenge your mind and body to work together 

to learn something new.  Examples: martial arts, yoga, complex weight training exercises, 

new types of running workouts, or new sports, hobbies, or games.  When we learn 

something new, we create new pathways, re-routing the brain's circuitry around 

inflammation and trauma.      

 

Should I Warm-Up and Stretch? Which First? 

 

No matter what the activity, if it is at a moderate level of intensity or greater you should 

always warm up and stretch beforehand. 

 

The higher the intensity of the activity, the more crucial the warm-up and stretching 

becomes. For simple low-intensity activities like walking or hiking there’s no need to 

warm up. 

 

Warming up accomplishes several things: 

 Raises heart rate & body temperature 

 Lubricates the joints  

 Increases active joint range of motion 

 Increases performance capability by preparing maximal muscle fiber recruitment 

 Focuses and engages the mind and prepares for a sense of mental flow 

 Decreases the risk of injury- acute / traumatic and repetitive microtrauma 

 

Warming up should come first because it will prepare the joints for stretching. 

 

The Order: 

1. Warm-up 5 Minutes 

2. Stretch 5-10 Minutes 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/2/post/2014/02/avoidance.html
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3. Work Out, Train, or Play 

4. Cool Down- Light Cardio and Stretching 5 Minutes  

 

Coming up next: how to warm-up and stretch. 

 

How to Warm Up & Stretch 

The Principles 
1) If you're in a hurry, you can start lighter in your routine or program and warm-up and 

stretch that way. 

2) The more intense the exercise or sport, the more necessary a warm-up becomes.  For 

example, you don't need to warm-up and stretch before you go for a walk but you do 

before a basketball game. 

3) The main focus should be specificity.  This is a fancy word for warming up and 

stretching the muscles and joints specific to the activity you will be performing. 

 

Sample Warm-Up: Light Activity like Cycling, then 10 each of Arm Circles, Weight 

Shifts left and Right, Toe Touches, Push - Ups, Jumping Jacks, Squats, Lunges, and then 

30 seconds of Downward Dog and Upward Dog. 

 

Sample Stretching: 5-8 Stretches targeting both 1) Areas you are in need of flexibility 2) 

Areas which are most engaged in the work you'll be doing. 

 

The goals of warming-up and stretching are 1) Prevent Injury 2) Perform / Train better 3) 

Engage the mind and prepare to focus 4) Improve muscle imbalances, tightness and 

facilitate injury recovery. 

 

More advanced stretching exercises can be used to address specific movement problems 

and injuries.    

 

Mental Interval Training 

I did a blog last week about high-intensity interval training.  To sum it up, incorporate 

interval training into your workouts to increase strength and / or endurance and rapidly 

improve fitness.  This involves one of the basic principles of improving: progressive 

resistance.  As Milo carried the growing calf up the hill year after year, and the calf 

became a cow, he became stronger.  

  

What about interval training for your mind?  Heuristic advice has always been to "take a 

walk to clear your mind."  Once again, age-old wisdom has been proven true.    

  

http://www.scottgodwin.net/2/post/2014/04/high-intensity-interval-training-hiit.html
http://www.livewellppt.com/1/post/2012/09/milo-and-muscle.html
http://www.scottgodwin.net/2/post/2014/01/the-single-best-exercise.html
http://www.scottgodwin.net/2/post/2014/01/the-single-best-exercise.html
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If you're trying to solve a problem, any problem, take a break.  Do mental interval 

training. Go for a walk, play with your kids, call an old friend and catch up, do karate, lift 

weights, listen to some music, do anything enjoyable where you can turn off your 

problem-solving mind.  

 

When you come back to the problem, the unconscious mind, the most capable part of the 

mind, will have had time to solve it.  If you think about it, this is the perfect way to 

involve exercise into our lives and be more successful at any endeavor.  

 

Ol’ Sparky: Weight Loss Made Simple 

I'm always amazed at the various forms of resistance that come at us when we try to 

accomplish a certain goal. 

 

I was speaking with my friend and author Dr. Tim Irwin (www.drtimirwin.com), a 

corporate psychologist, about his latest book on leadership today. Tim is a great writer 

(and a very giving person) and I have thoroughly enjoyed his first two books, Run With 

The Bulls and DeRailed. Tim mentioned some of the challenges he faces in getting a 

book done and I realized how weight loss poses some of the same challenges. 

 

Follow me. For years I have advocated the use of free online calorie trackers for weight 

loss. Now these applications are available for free on smartphones as well. After working 

with some people year after year who mysteriously can't seem to lose weight, I've 

become particulary frustrated as to why very few people take my advice on this and 

follow through. Use of food logs and calorie trackers are the 100% GUARANTEED way 

to lose weight every time. 

 

One client who "bought in" and "beat the resistance" even came to affectionately call her 

calorie tracker -(www.sparkpeople.com)- "Ol' Sparky" because in the end he was a "good 

friend" because she lost weight and looks amazing. 

 

Sitting down to get the job done is always the hard part and requires self discipline. Too 

bad we've been conditioned to look for the magic pill or quick fix. 

 

www.sparkpeople.com 

www.dailyburn.com 

 

Avoidance 

Avoidance behavior, a form of neurotic thinking, is damaging in the long run. For 

example, in the world of fitness many people are self-conscious when it comes to their 

weight or body shape or size, or fitness level, so they avoid situations where they might 
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be judged or they might receive feedback they don't want to hear.  

 

Examples could include someone wanting to go to the gym, to go out to socialize, or to 

go to the pool or beach, but avoiding these situations which cause them 

anxiety.  Avoiding going to the doctor when you know something's wrong is another 

classic example of avoidance behavior. 

 

If you want to achieve a goal, avoidance behavior has to be recognized and 

overcome.   In reality, avoidance behavior is the manifestation of a large and fragile 

ego.   By avoiding, we create an unreal world with no feedback about how things really 

are.  

 

Instead of avoiding feedback, you should actively seek it out.  Instead of avoiding the 

truth, you should look for it, even if it's hard to swallow.   

 

Unfortunately, modernity has created a "safe" world where it's easy to avoid, rationalize, 

hide, and procrastinate.  To achieve any goal, have the courage to stop hiding and stop 

avoiding the truth. Seek out feedback and then make the changes you need to make.    

 

The Best Type of Exercise for Men 

Weight training is the best specific type of exercise for men.  Overall, lifting weights will 

give men the most bang for their buck. 

 

Most men want to be strong, lean, and muscular.  Those who play sports want to be fast, 

powerful, and resistant to injury.  Lifting accomplishes all this and more. 

 

As the world has become more "civilized", outlets for natural masculine drive are few 

and far between.  Most men look for vicarious outlets- video games, books, movies, 

sports, etc.  There's nothing inherently wrong with these things. Lifting is a better 

vicarious outlet because it will improve other areas of your life. It can teach you to be 

disciplined and to not quit when the going gets tough. 

 

Grandpa had to physically take care of the family, the house, the farm, his job, and his 

community.  There were plenty of "real" outlets for his natural drive. Nowadays, very 

few men use there bodies for their jobs or anything else for that matter.   

 

Lifting weights increases growth hormone and testosterone, will improve your drive, 

motivation, energy, aggression, and focus.  Biochemically, it relieves stress, anxiety, and 

depression. 

 

Perhaps most importantly, lifting weights taps into the primal need most men have to do 

something vigorous with their body. 
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Napoleon Dynamite and the Painful Teenage Years 

One of the funniest Halloween costumes I’ve seen in recent memory is when a friend of 

mine’s future wife dressed up like Napoleon Dynamite.  In case you missed the movie 

Napoleon Dynamite, it was a big hit a few years back and told the story of a hopelessly 

eccentric high school kid in Idaho and his friends and family- Deb, Pedro, Grandmother, 

and Uncle Rico among others. 

  

The first time I saw it I stopped halfway through and I thought…”What was that?”   But 

then it hit me the second time I watched it.  For better or worse, it’s a painfully funny 

movie that seems to resonate deep in your psychological being, possibly because it brings 

up emotional scars from those not so pleasant teenage years.  

  

One of the coolest things about getting in to a physical activity hobby as a teenager is that 

it affords a chance to build self-confidence and self-discipline and can serve as an 

analogy for growth in other areas of life.  It can serve as a psychological safe haven for 

kids looking for a place to feel good without drugs or alcohol. 

  

Let’s face it, not all kids are born to be great football or basketball players. Rock 

climbing, canoeing, kayaking, fishing, hiking, weight training, skiing, martial arts, 

fencing, personal fitness programs, golf, running, and biking are a few good examples of 

individual activities that kids may take to.  

  

As an added benefit, these activities can be enjoyed for a lifetime.   

 

Anarchy & Bodyweight Training  

After watching some of what’s been happening in the Egyptian revolution the past few 

days, I really started thinking.  What if that happened here?  But wait a minute, most of 

us have a job, we have a nice place to live, and have fairly comfortable lives.  Plus we 

can assemble, vote, protest, organize political parties, and travel freely pretty much 

anywhere we want to as Americans.  We live in a blessed land, no doubt about it. 

 

I try to take time to thank most military people when I get the chance for ensuring our 

freedoms through their sacrifices.  Truth be told, their level of commitment and sacrifice 

is far greater than what most of us will ever be called to do for someone else. 

 

How do they stay in such great shape?  Bodyweight Training- exercises using the body as 

resistance.   

 

Do these 6 Moves for 1 Minute each or as close as possible to 1 Minute, then walk or jog 

in place for 1 minute to recover. Repeat 3 times. 
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1.       Push-Ups 

 

2.       Squats 

 

3.       Prone Row- Lie on Your Chest, raise your feet off the ground and row your arms 

back and forth like you’re swimming 

 

4.       Jumping Jacks 

 

5.       Mountain Climbers- In the Push-Up Position, run back and forth with your legs, 

keeping your hands on the ground 

 

6.       Sit -Ups 

 

Couches, Cars, & Computers- 3 Sources of Pain 

Put quite simply, there are 3 major contributors to back pain, neck pain, and obesity. 

1) Couches- people spend a lot of time sitting around. 

2) Cars- time in the car equals time hunched forward. 

3) Computers- sitting in front of the computer with the forward head posture causing 

back and neck strain. 

Over time, core muscles weaken, joints get out of alignment, and bellies get bigger. Don't 

procrastinate. Get started today and accomplish your goals.  

 

A Fitness Recession? I don’t think so.  *originally published in 2008 

“Don’t expect a miracle turnaround.” legendary investor Warren Buffet said in a recent 

Dateline interview in regards to our new president and his proposed stimulus bill.  “Don’t 

expect a miracle turnaround.” I said recently to a 50ish client looking to overcome a 

lifetime of selfless devotion to family and community, but not to fitness.  “This is going 

to take some time here.” I said in our initial consultation.  Are you seeing a parallel?  

There are literally millions of smart people who never saw this coming. The midlife 

reality check, the recession, or both? Both. 

What got us in to this mess?  My friends and clients who know a heck of a lot more about 

economics than I do tell me that it was a combination of poor leadership, greed, unethical 

behavior, dishonesty, ignorance, and a desire for instant gratification.  Nouriel Roubini, 

one of the few economists who predicted the financial collapse, was called Dr. Doom by 

a lot of people.  "They totally got it wrong. To say I was just lucky is nonsense. I made 
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specific predictions that turned out to be right.”  I feel this way when I see the latest “Abs 

Diet,” “South Beach Diet,” “P90X,” or “Fitness Made Simple.” They got it wrong.  The 

reason they got it wrong?  There are no shortcuts or secret methods to fitness success.  

Call me Dr. Doom when it comes to fads and quacks. 

The principles of fitness are analogous to the principles of a healthy economic world.  

The principles of fitness are also opposite to what caused the recession.  The principles of 

fitness are positive leadership (from within and/or from someone else), delayed 

gratification, knowledge, commitment, doing the right thing, and honesty.  In fitness, if 

you want to succeed, you have to have a plan and follow these principles.  If we as a 

country, and we as individuals, followed these principles, we wouldn’t have soaring 

obesity, diabetes, mental illness, and heart disease.  

So what can you do?  When it comes to fitness, put down the fad books, stop 

procrastinating, and choose to not be in a recession.  Be response-able.  A client recently 

commented on some new recession-era budget changes, “I’ll give up wine, I’ll give up 

the yard man, but I’m not giving up training.”  These inspiring words, and many like 

them continue to inspire me to get up every day and empower people to succeed in fitness 

despite turbulent economic conditions. “Ultimately, the only power to which man should 

aspire is that which he exercises over himself.”-Elie Wiesel, holocaust survivor.  A 

fitness recession? I don’t think so. 

 

Communication & Values  

I've been preparing to teach a class on communication on Sunday for Natural Body 

Spas.  www.naturalbody.com.  They have a very unique story in that the entire company 

message is based around the retail experience and a story of wellness, feeling good, and 

arousing the senses of touch, smell, and asthetics. 

 

Preparing for Sunday has really made me realize how fitness and health is related to 

communication.  To me, great communication is about presenting your true self and your 

values through body language and speech.  If you value being fit and healthy, but aren't 

doing anything about it, your values are out of alignment.  If you say you believe in 

health and fitness, but don't make an effort to be healthy and fit, your communication will 

not have as much integrity as it could. 

 

Something will be missing. 

 

If you say you believe in something, back it up and act on it.  Communicate who you are 

by allowing your actions to line up with your values.  

 

Raise Your Standards 

http://www.naturalbody.com/
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I was lucky to have parents, coaches, and teachers who encouraged me to have high 

standards for myself and others in my life.  My Dad would get on my case about looking 

like a slob at church.  Mom would wash my mouth out with soap for cursing.  Teachers 

and coaches would tell us "nothing good happens after midnight." At the time, I thought 

some of these pearls of wisdom were slightly tyrannical.  Now, I'm thankful for these 

things. 

 

I remember one football coach I had in particular, despite the fact that I was one of the 

strongest and most fit players on the football team, telling me to get my "lazy butt of the 

ground" and then running me for 30 minutes after practice until I vomited.  All because I 

didn't get off the ground fast enough in a drill.   

 

I still admire him, because he was right, and didn't mind putting me in my place.  In that 

few seconds, I was being lazy.  I've always admired people who encourage you to do 

your best, even if it hurts temporarily to hear what they have to say.  US military NCOs 

are infamous for this and are some of the best leaders around for it. 

 

What is all this about?  Raising your standards.  It really is the details and the little 

things.   

 

To achieve fitness goals, or weight loss goals, or lifestyle change goals, you have to set 

standards.  Set boundaries and try to meet the standards you set for yourself.  No one is 

perfect and sometimes you will fail.  But get back up and try again. 

 

When you come to expect more from yourself, day by day, you'll get the big things taken 

care of eventually.   

 

Avoidance Revisited 

Avoidance behavior, a form of neurotic thinking, is damaging in the long run. For 

example, in the world of fitness many people are self-conscious when it comes to their 

weight or body shape or size, or fitness level, so they avoid situations where they might 

be judged or they might receive feedback they don't want to hear.  

 

Examples could include someone wanting to go to the gym, to go out to socialize, or to 

go to the pool or beach, but avoiding these situations which cause them 

anxiety.  Avoiding going to the doctor when you know something's wrong is another 

classic example of avoidance behavior. 

 

If you want to achieve a goal, avoidance behavior has to be recognized and 

overcome.   In reality, avoidance behavior is the manifestation of a large and fragile 

ego.  By avoiding, we create an unreal world with no feedback about how things really 

are.  
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Instead of avoiding feedback, you should actively seek it out.  Instead of avoiding the 

truth, you should look for it, even if it's hard to swallow.   

 

Unfortunately, modernity has created a "safe" world where it's easy to avoid, rationalize, 

hide, and procrastinate.  To achieve any goal, have the courage to stop hiding and stop 

avoiding the truth. Seek out feedback and then make the changes you need to make.   

 

New Aches & Pains: Keep on Moving 

I recently started taking Judo classes.  I'd dabbled in wrestling, Aikido, Jujitsu, Kav 

McGraw, and Karate, but had never tried Judo. 

 

I woke up Sunday after my 3rd class this week on Saturday, and was so sore I could 

hardly move.   

 

New challenges bring new aches and pains- mental and physical, but over time you will 

grow stronger and adapt.  The human mind and body are capable of much more than we 

think they are.   New aches and pains are your body and mind's way of telling you that 

you are adapting. 

 

Don't give up.  As the ancient proverb says, "this too shall pass" and when it does you 

won't be the same.  You'll be stronger. 

 

Chaos and What You Can Do About It 

As someone who writes about health from a broad perspective, I've had my mind for 

quite a while on the frequently occurring tragedies which have happened here in the US 

the last 10-15 years. I will spare you a recount of the sadness. 

 

If I had to point to one cause, I'd put the blame largely on stress. 

 

One of the best books I ever read in college was "Why Zebras Don't Get Ulcers", which 

was required reading for Dr. Ken Matheny's 'Stress Management' course. 

 

The Bottom Line? Our minds can make us sick, in many different ways. People who are 

sick and a society with sick elements is capable of producing very bad events. Plus, as 

much as the utopians and utilitarians of the world would like us to believe otherwise, 

people are capable of evil. Stress and the existence of evil are a bad combination. 

 

Consider the nature of stress. We have the ability to reason and think abstractly, but we 

http://www.amazon.com/Zebras-Dont-Ulcers-Third-Edition/dp/0805073698
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also have the ability to make ourselves miserable. Why else would someone who 

seemingly has everything, like Lindsey Lohan or Health Ledger, implode? 

 

Many things can cause stress- poverty, physical illness, natural disaster, debt, the loss of a 

job, a loved one, or a home, war, natural disasters, political instability, moving, unhealthy 

relationships, lack of sleep, lack of social cohesion, poor nutrition, dysfunctional family 

life, loneliness, pointless busyness, technology, pathological personality disorders, and 

the list goes on. 

 

What do these things have in common? They can all make us feel as though we're losing 

control. Stress is intimately involved with control. If you feel like you have no control 

over your life, stress is the result. 

 

Ironically, stress is a matter of perspective. Consider Victor Frankyl, holocaust and 

concentration camp survivor and author of the popular book "Man's Search for Meaning." 

Despite living through overwhelming circumstances of stress and evil, Frankyl learned to 

change his perspective by maintaining his dignity and ended up turning something 

horribly bad into something good. 

 

"Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of human freedoms, to 

choose one's attitude in any given circumstances, to choose one's own way." -Victor 

Frankyl 
 

Stress can be good, and stress can be bad. Stress can make us stronger, but it can also be 

overwhelming. In many cases, bad things happen and there is absolutely nothing we can 

do about it, except cope.  Where does this bring us, and what can you do about stress and 

chaos around you?   

 

Developing coping strategies is THE way to handle stress.  

 Plan for the future, reminisce on the past, but also enjoy the moment. 

 Set boundaries.  

 Write in a journal or pray or meditate so you can become aware of what you're 

thinking about and how it might be affecting your health. 

 Become physically fit so you will have more energy and feel better. 

 Avoid high calorie meals and processed foods, they will make you feel lousy. 

 Become more faithful. The science tells us that faith is good for us. 

 Forgive. 

 Get out of bad debt and don't expect buying things to make you happy. 

 Sleep, rest, and just as importantly, play. 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/even-birds-need-to-play
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 Develop a social circle of positive friends and be a good friend to others. 

 Get rid of negative influences in your life. 

 Turn off the technology from time to time. 

 Get out in the sunshine. 

 Set goals and have a project. 

 Get a dog. 

 Laugh and have fun. 

 Get a hobby, or three. 

 Learn new work skills, in case you're without work. 

 Learn to see what good can come in every situation. 

 If you need help, go to a counselor. 

 Reach out and help others who might be going through overwhelming stress 

which you don't know about. 

 Consider taking vitamin supplements which are related to mood and outlook- 

Vitamin D, Fish Oil Supplements, and Multivitamins. 

 Find something you love. 

 

Knowing how to deal with stress and chaos makes all the difference. 

 

Nature Gives Health 

"When you tug on a string in Nature, you find it is connected to everything else.” 

  

-          John Muir 

  

One of the most meaningful epiphanies I’ve had in working with rich people,  poor 

people, prisoners, manic depressives, DJs, athletes, 80+ year olds, teenagers, housewives, 

business owners, politicians, feminists, anarchists, old, young, male, female, democrats, 

republicans, and everything in between, is that we all share two major things in common: 

  

1) We all have problems. 

2) You can’t deny nature. 

  

We are all connected to each other and to the natural world we live in.  Just as the 
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animals, birds, trees, and plants will one day pass on, so will we.  And as Donne said “No 

man is an island to himself.” Remembering the laws of nature and that we are part of 

nature can ultimately make us healthier.  

 

Health is a multi-faceted and complex issue- nutrition, relationships, genetics, spirituality, 

physical activity, and the natural environment among many other factors each have an 

impact.  Spending time outside in nature reminds us of our connection to the land and 

helps us lead a healthier life.  As a matter of fact, someone I know quite well has a child 

who was attending private school in Atlanta and the child was really struggling.  Instead 

of sucking it up and trudging on, they were able to place the child in a school in Vermont 

that focuses on nature, agriculture, and time outside and she has excelled there.   

  

Roswell Road in Buckhead is highly developed, congested, and is packed with 

restaurants, shops, churches, bars, big box stores, and offices.  Right smack in the middle 

of this congestion is the Blue Heron Nature Preserve.  I recently became involved in 

supporting the preserve through the Buckhead Rotary Club.  Most drivers, including 

myself until recently, pass by it all the time and don’t even realize it’s there.  

  

On that note, when we leave our little minute in time and our community of Atlanta and 

our world behind, what will we leave?  In the case of the Buckhead area, thanks to the 

Blue Heron Nature Preserve, a little more natural life and beauty. 

 

Check it out sometime: 

  

A link to the site: http://www.bhnp.org 

 

Blue Heron Nature Preserve 

4055 Roswell Road 

Atlanta, Georgia 30342 

 

A Coke Tax? Everything in Moderation 

An inspiring story we heard at the Live Well Conference in August was that of Hugh 

Gordon of The Coca Cola Company. Hugh told how being involved in a wellness 

program helped him pull off Coke's worldwide 125th anniversary celebration this 

summer, the largest corporate event ever orchestrated.  

 

I can only imagine what type of stress Hugh was under accomplishing this monumental 

task. In looking back at what he presented, I discovered several very impressive things 

that Coke is doing as a company to promote wellness. They've taken some heat as of late 

so its only fair to hear both sides of the story. 

 

The Coca Cola Beverage Institute for Health & Wellness is an in-depth online resource 

for wellness information: 

http://livewellppt.us2.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=42d9b6ab09559c171bb1b11c2&id=b9e5de2775&e=487dddac0b
http://livewellppt.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=42d9b6ab09559c171bb1b11c2&id=a2c40a5e8e&e=487dddac0b
http://livewellppt.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=42d9b6ab09559c171bb1b11c2&id=7d8e5e9fc3&e=487dddac0b
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http://www.beverageinstitute.org/en_US/pages/ 

 

I asked Hugh at the conference. "Are there any charities that Coke doesn't sponsor?" 

Some of the huge philanthropic gifts Coke has made recently: 

 

http://www.thecoca-colacompany.com/dynamic/press_center/press-

releases/community/?localSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-

releases%2Fcommunity&locationSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-

releases%2F  

 

I read an article recently in The New York TImes proposing a "Soda Tax." Following this 

logic, Mom's apple pie, Italian Gelato, the sacred Starbucks latte, or a sandwich with 

cheese could be taxed (cheese does have cholesterol after all).  

I’m not hear to say soda is a good thing to drink every day.  It’s got way too much sugar.  

But when are we going to get to a point of accepting moderation and personal 

responsibility as the true way to wellness?   

 

Testosterone: Man’s Best Friend 

Testosterone is man's best friend. It's what makes us who we are as men.  

 

What exactly is testosterone? 

 A steroid hormone of the androgen group which is produced by the testicles of 

males and ovaries of females and also in small amounts by the adrenal glands.  It 

is the principle male sex hormone.  

 

What does testosterone do? 

 It's responsible for development of male reproductive tissues and secondary 

sexual characteristics such as increased muscle, bone mass, and the growth of 

body hair and is essential for health and well-being as well as the prevention of 

osteoporosis.  

 

How much testosterone does the average man have? 

 On average 7–8 times as great as in women but, as the metabolic consumption of 

testosterone in men is greater, the production is 20 times higher. 

 

What happens with testosterone as a man ages? 

http://www.beverageinstitute.org/en_US/pages/
http://www.thecoca-colacompany.com/dynamic/press_center/press-releases/community/?localSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2Fcommunity&locationSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2F
http://www.thecoca-colacompany.com/dynamic/press_center/press-releases/community/?localSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2Fcommunity&locationSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2F
http://www.thecoca-colacompany.com/dynamic/press_center/press-releases/community/?localSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2Fcommunity&locationSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2F
http://www.thecoca-colacompany.com/dynamic/press_center/press-releases/community/?localSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2Fcommunity&locationSearch=%2Fdynamic%2Fpress_center%2Fpress-releases%2F
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/the-meditative-effect-of-exercise
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 On average it declines with age, beginning in the 40s. If a man marries, 

testosterone declines more, which has been associated with a biological nesting 

effect.  This can be counteracted through diet and exercise. 

 

What are some interesting facts about testosterone?  

 It does not cause cancer or cardiovascular disease and may be helpful in 

preventing them. 

 Women have testosterone, some more than others. 

 Testosterone is associated with sex, love, bonding, and arousal. 

 High testosterone is associated with feelings of energy, drive, and motivation. 

 Testosterone peaks in the morning. 

 Testosterone rises when a man is in the presence of an ovulating woman. 

 A form of testosterone is present in fish. 

 

How is testosterone used for medical purposes? 

 To treat hypogonadism- males with little or no testosterone production. 

 To treat infertility, erectile dysfunction, low libido, osteoporosis, or low energy. 

 To encourage height growth, organ growth, bone marrow stimulation, and / or 

reverse the effects of anemia. 

 To stimulate appetite. 

 

What’s Your Excuse? 

Pick One: 

 

I'm too tired. 

I'm hurting. 

I'm sick. 

I don't have the energy. 

I can't afford it. 

I'm too old. 

I'm too young. 

I'm in pain. 

I might fail. 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/the-best-exercise-for-men
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yX0bfD-ChY
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/how-to-boost-your-testosterone-naturally
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I'm not attractive enough. 

I'm too attractive. 

That would be selfish. 

They'll think I'm crazy. 

I'm afraid. 

I'm too busy. 

 

Or....(the worst) I don't really want to or care to anyway.  (Yeah, right. You're only 

kidding yourself.). 

 

Occasionally, but only on occasion, waiting is a good thing.  Wait until you're ready to 

commit. 

 

But when you're ready, make a commitment and stick with it.   

 

Can you live in the moment with clear eyes, knowing you did all you can do?   

 

The Two Ways We Age 

The Anti-aging business brings in billions of dollars per year, but if you ask the average 

person what causes aging, most couldn't tell you, other than time, the sun, and smoking. 

 

There are two basic causes of aging: 

 

1) Caramelization / Glycation 

2) Oxidative Stress 
 

Caramelization, quite simply, is what occurs when you bake something like lasagna or a 

cake in the oven.  Sugars respond to heat by creating a crust or gunky layer on 

top.  Delicious!  This makes for a tasty meal, but when caramelization happens inside of 

us, it creates unstable reactions, inflammation and gummy damage, eventually breaking 

down the body from the inside. 

 

Oxidative stress could be defined as the total burden placed on a living being caused by 

the constant production of free radicals from metabolism and by the environment, natural 

and artificial radiation, and toxins in food, water, and from tobacco smoke.   

 

It's a myth that we are meant to be miserable as we age.  Human beings are meant to live 

a good, long, and meaningful life.  If anything, I believe the wisdom and experiences 

acquired throughout life could make aging a rich and joyous process.   

 

What is the best way to age well? Having something to live for.   

 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/who-are-your-heroes
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/new-aches-pains
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/no-man-is-an-island
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If It Was Your Last Day on Earth What Would You Do? 

What would you do?  I know everyone is different but I enjoy exercise.  It makes me feel alive.  

If I had one day left I would go somewhere and run as fast as I can. Then I would lift as heavy of 

weight as I could find.  It feels good to me.  I’d call my family and close friends and tell them 

how much I love and them and how much they mean to me.  The clients with disabilities that I 

work with confide in me that “if they could just run one more time"......Being active is a gift no 

doubt about it. Why don’t we do these things every day?  

  

5 ideas for a healthier week: 

1. Set a small goal for the week. Write it down and do it. 

2. Call an old friend and catch up. 

3. Forgive someone.   

4. Go for a short walk outside every day to clear your mind.  

5. Go sit in the sun for 10 minutes and take in some Vitamin D.  

 

It’s Just as Good.  Do a Little, A Lot.  

When it comes to training for a sport..... 

 

Specificity is crucial. Golfers should play golf to get ready for 18 holes. Football players 

should play football to get ready for all 4 quarters. Trapeze artists should practice the 

trapeze. Train specific to your sport, including the time component. 

 

BUT When it comes to just being fit and healthy.... 

 

Intermittent exercise is just as good as continuous. For example, walking 10 minutes 3 

times per day is just as good as walking 30 consecutive minutes.  

 

Try developing small habits like walking around the mall twice, taking the stairs, walking 

around the block 3 times per day, riding your bike to work, or standing up at work. 

 

There’s Plenty of Good News Out There 

You just won't find it anywhere in the media.  Fear sells.  The media's job is to strike fear 

in our hearts because fear is addictive, like a drug.  It stimulates the amygdala (the lizard 

brain) and gives us a "fight or flight" stress rush, making us feel alive!  So we keep 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/all-goals-are-the-same
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/the-single-best-exercise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amygdala
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coming back for more. 

 

I've been guilty of it as much as anyone, being addicted to the bad news that is.   

All this "bad" news (economic, political, weather-related, medical, and social) also leaves 

us drained, demoralized, stressed out and full of angst.  

 

It's important to remember "in times like these", there have ALWAYS been times like 

these, only much worse!  As a matter of fact, this is an exciting time to be alive. 

 

What am I talking about?  The economy is changing for good.  It's a long story but the 

unraveling we're witnessing of the decades-old "American dream" is actually a good 

thing in some ways.  Think about it.  If the "American dream" is obesity, depression, 

huge consumer and mortgage debt, pollution, industrial-era brainwashing schools, and 

long commutes, no thanks I'll pass and so will millions of others just like me who are 

starting to forge a new way of life. 

 

Some examples: 

 many historic downtowns are being restored, fostering a greater sense of 

community and helping to drive small business growth: Scottsboro, Al (my 

hometown) and Troy, Al are two examples 

 literally hundreds of new drugs are on the horizon for everything from cancer to 

cholesterol to Alzheimer's 

 poverty worldwide is decreasing rapidly 

 gas mileage is getting better in new vehicles 

 websites like couchsurfing.com, airbnb.com, uber, and countless others are 

making travel and other services more affordable 

 the barter / sharing economy is growing 

 locally grown and organic farming is becoming more popular 

 pollution is decreasing in the US 

 technology has made opening a small business a possibility for millions of people 

who otherwise would have had to work for someone else 

 violent crime is decreasing overall 

 

Don't get me wrong, there are plenty of things we should concerned about. Life is not 

perfect, but it never will be.   Life is conflict.  Without conflict and stress, we wouldn't be 

alive. Try this exercise: think about 3 things you're grateful for every day and say them 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/fast-food-detour
http://whnt.com/2014/08/21/residents-use-social-media-to-speak-on-downtown-scottsboro-revitalization-project/
http://whnt.com/2014/08/21/residents-use-social-media-to-speak-on-downtown-scottsboro-revitalization-project/
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out loud in the morning. There's plenty of good news. You just have to look for it. Share 

your good news with me. 

 

Your Brain on Drugs 

 

Ever wonder why certain things in life give you such a rush, and are so addictive?  Many 

activities that alter brain neurotransmitters like serotonin and epinephrine stimulate the 

sympathetic nervous system make you feel really good (at least at the time........) because 

they take away pain and give you a sense of euphoria.  Examples- Driving really fast, 

alcohol, athletic competition, skydiving, certain drugs, and sex. 

 

Why does exercise seem addictive to some people and not to others?  Simple.  It takes 30 

minutes of exercise before the brain-altering substances kick in enough to feel 

that "high".  Those people who are addicted have probably gotten use to the discomfort of 

starting an exercise session because they know the "BUZZ" that lies ahead and are 

looking forward to it.  Aerobic exercise also increases neurogenesis in the brain, aiding 

your brain in memory and in repair of injuries, while preventing Alzheimer’s and 

dementia. 

 

Practical Advice:  

 Find a friend you enjoy exercising with so you can get through that first 

uncomfortable period. 

 Get an MP3 player or Ipod and mix up some exercise tunes. 

 Go to a picturesque locale that is enjoyable and takes your mind off the task ahead. 

 Get in a class or work with a trainer that you enjoy. 

I would never recommend doing something you hate!  The key is finding a way to 

enjoy exercising long enough until you get addicted. 

 

Why You Don’t Change 

In Steven Pressfield's "Do the Work" we're reminded that along the path to any goal our 

greatest hurdles are fear and procrastination, and not just fear of failure, fear of success as 

well.   

 

When asked to choose between "Heaven" and "Books about Heaven" we choose the 

books. Why? We are really in awe of what we're capable of, the light within us.  So we 

settle for mediocrity, play the blame game, or seek distraction.  We procrastinate. We 

avoid. We let what Pressfield calls the "Resistance" win.   
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If you're trying to achieve a goal of any sort be prepared for this "resistance".  

 

Instead of giving in to fear or procrastination, accept what could be and let your light 

shine.  

 

Procrastination can kill the best of ideas and dreams. 

 

Statins & Brain Damage 

*Originally published 3/2/2012  

So the buzz this week in my circles and amongst the healthcare pros I talk to and see 

every day is the new study released on Statins (cholesterol lowering drugs) which shows 

that they could cause memory loss.  It seems to me that the focus should be on: 

 

   1) Eating a plant-based diet.  By eliminating processed foods and animal products and 

focusing on plant foods the need for these drugs goes way down. 

   2) Daily aerobic exercise - walking, running, biking, etc 30-45 minutes per day. 

   3) Keeping your BMI below 25 or so. 

 

But then again there isn't a pill for that. 
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High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) 

If you aren't doing HIIT, you should be.  Anyone can do it, it doesn't cost anything, and 

it's the best way to exercise.  One reason sprinters are so lean, even though they only run 

short distances in their respective events is the type of training they do: short bouts of 

intense exercise followed by recovery periods.  

 

Lactic Acid is the byproduct of metabolism.  When too much lactic acid accumulates in 

the bloodstream, fatigue sets in.  This fatigue is essentially a temporary inability to 

deliver oxygen effectively to the working muscles.   

 

The body's ability to metabolize (get rid of) lactic acid, often called the lactate threshold, 

can improve through training.  For unfit individuals, this lactate threshold could be be 

very low (60% of maximum heart rate) whereas for very fit endurance athletes it could be 

very high (up to 90-95% of maximum  heart rate).  Most of us should aim to have a 

lactate threshold at 85% of maximum heart rate or higher.   

 

The best way to improve your tolerance for lactic acid is to do high intensity interval 

training, or HIIT for short.  What this means is that you should perform intervals of 30-

180 seconds where your heart rate is elevated to the highest level possible without 

causing total exhaustion. 

 

You can wear a heart rate monitor or you can use the RPE (Rating of Perceived Exertion) 

scale of 1-10 to measure your workload.   

 

To calculate your age-predicted maximum heart rate, subtract 220-Age and then multiply 

this number by 80-90% to determine where your intervals should be.   If you don't want 

to use heart rate, shoot for an 8-9/10 on perceived exertion with 10 being total 

exhaustion.  There are an infinite number of ways to structure HIIT, but try to do 5-10 

intervals of 30 - 180 seconds with about the same amount of time recovering as the 

intervals. 

 

Some good ways to incorporate HIIT into your exercise program are rowing machines, 

walking hills, sprinting, boxing, jumping rope, swimming, or other types of running 

drills.   

 

I just finished an excellent book on the topic, appropriately called HIIT.  

 

The unique benefits are numerous:  

 Recover Faster Between Intense Bouts of Exercise 

 Burn More Bodyfat during and After Exercise 

 Overcome Insulin Resistance by training the body to use Glycogen More 

Efficiently 

http://www.amazon.com/HIIT-Intensity-Interval-Training-Explained/dp/1477421599
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 Intense Release of Endorphins (make you feel good, euphoric, and feel less pain 

or sadness) 

HIIT is incredibly challenging and intense, but it's potent and it's over quick!   

 

Change the Channel: Confirmation Bias 

Don't worry.  This post isn't about politics.  But I want you to change where you get your 

news, theoretically.  

I just finished reading a book, Personal MBA, by Josh Kaufman, that I believe is one of 

the best business books I've ever read. (www.personalmba.com) 

One chapter in the book addresses 'managing yourself' and Josh points out a concept 

called 'confirmation bias' in which an individual seeks out information to validate his / 

her own beliefs.  A prime example of this would be a Republican watching Fox News 

and a Democrat watching CNN.  The viewer validates his own beliefs by the slant of the 

respective news coverage. 

Now, when it comes to your health, I want you to change where you get your information.  

If you only get advice from your doctor, get it from 3 other doctors.  If you listen only to 

your Chiropractor, listen to your physical therapist as well.  If you only listen to the 

vitamin salesman, look online for information as well.  

Test your own assumptions and seek out experts who disagree with each other and you 

may find a better way to work out, to eat, or to do just about anything. 

 

Fast Food Detour 

A crucial part of making better decisions in trying to live a healthy lifestyle is learning to 

take a step back and look at the big picture. 

 

When you're traveling, you don't have to eat fast food.  These are your options off the 

interstate system: 

 

1) Fasting- Don't eat at all. Occasionally, this is good for us because it stimulates our 

hormonal system.  

 

2) Gas Stations- Not the best thing in the world, but nuts and juices are better than all of 

the other options in gas stations. 

 

3) Dining Apps- This is my favorite.  Use Yelp or Urban Spoon to find a local restaurant 

that has some healthy options.  For example, I was driving through Mobile, AL recently 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/2/post/2014/02/new-aches-pains.html
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and found an excellent Nepali Indian Restaurant called Yak the Katmandu and it was 

tasty and healthy.  I've also found some good BBQ places like 3 Pigs, in Headland, AL 

where the vegetable options are plentiful along with delicious smoked "inside" Boston 

butt pork. 

 

The next time you travel, consider your options before you eat anything you'll regret. 

 

Orwell & Exercise 

"Oh I just have to have that bag!" "This car is much better than that one." "You shouldn't 

say that." "I will just take a pill for it." 

 

George Orwell understood the way culture worked, particularly when technology, 

government, and the media were involved. 

 

In his books like Animal Farm and 1984 (written in the 1940s in response to the 

totalitarian Soviet Union) Orwell described a dystopian future of thought crimes, Big 

Brother, and doublethink.  There is even an adjective- Orwellian- named for the writer, 

which describes activities detrimental to a free way of life. 

 

Our tribal instincts, post-industrial hangover, and mass consumption mentality combine 

to make us want to be members of the herd.   

 

Exercise can change the herd mentality as we begin to assert ourselves in to the 

world.  We realize we have some control over our outcomes.  

 

Exercise and Orwell have a lot in common.  They can both change our mind and the way 

we live 

 

Balance is Crucial 

Balance is crucial.  If you push, then pull. If you pull, then push, in equal amounts. If you 

run, lift weights. If you lift weights, stretch too. If you stretch and do yoga frequently, lift 

weights.   If you work hard, take time to rest and have fun. 

Balance yourself left and right, front and back, up and down, and inside and out. The 

principle of balance is crucial when it comes to: 

* Preventing Injuries 

* Ensuring Proper Posture 

* Improving Athletic Performance 

http://www.thekathmandukitchen.com/
https://plus.google.com/102049281353059935853/about?gl=us&hl=en
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* Preventing "Energy Leaks" from inefficient movement patterns 

* Recovering from Stress 

* Digestion, Immunity, and Pain Relief 

Everything you do should encompass a sense of balance, particularly when it comes to 

training. For example, most of us sit, work on computers, watch tv, drive, and use our 

devices in a hunched forward position. In order to balance out the inordinate amount of 

time spent in this poor posture position, we should frequently stretch the other way 

(spinal extension) and exercise the back of the body- the back of the shoulders, the lower 

back, and the neck. 

Balance is a crucial part of success. 

 

A Whole New Brain 

One of the more fascinating areas we've learned much about in the medical community  

over the last several years involves the way in which the brain grows new tissue  

threw a process called neurogenesis. Essentially, the brain has the ability when  

challenged to grow and develop new complex pathways for completing complicated  

tasks and creating new habit loops.  

 

One of the best ways to use this for your own benefit is to combine complex mental and  

physical tasks which stimulate the brain to memorize patterns. Great examples  

would be martial arts or dancing but obviously not be limited to just those two.  

Both are great forms of exercise and require the development of new mental and  

physical patterns of movement which stimulate brain tissue growth. This could  

have implications for preventing depression, anxiety, or dementia and of course,  

having fun.  

 

The last year I've been working at both Aikido, a Japanese  

martial art form, and Tango, inspired by my trip to Argentina a few years back  

and I have enjoyed both quite a bit. 5 years ago I didn't even know what either  

one was.  

 

Even Birds Need to Play 

This spring, I've been (slowly) sprucing up my yard.  Luckily, I have a friend in the 

business.  I called up Carol, the owner of Ashe Simpson Nursery and stopped by to take 

her advice and counsel.  I also spoke with another good friend whose taste in art I 

admire.  They both made a great suggestion- a bird bath.   

 

http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/the-meditative-effect-of-exercise
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ashe-Simpson-Garden-Center/148174991867499
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It didn't take long with my new bird bath for me to notice that birds really love to 

play.  They chase each other, splash each other, and so on for no other reason than to 

have fun.   

 

The evidence is there that play is good for adults, as well as children.  Play is fun, it's 

relaxing, it's good exercise and we need it.  It's also a reprieve from the rational and 

sometimes stressful, harsh, and overstimulated world.  Play, religion, sex, family life, and 

rituals each play a role in making life tolerable and are healthy endeavors all around, 

offering us a chance to "escape" in a healthy way.   One of my favorite writers, the late 

Christopher Lasch, was a big proponent of incorporating these activities into our lives in 

order for us to maintain a healthy and balanced culture.   

 

How can we bring play back?  Some suggestions: 

 

*Join a league- bowling, softball, darts, pool, or tennis  

 

*Play with your kids 

 

*Join a dance class, acting class, or volunteer for a play 

 

*Batting cages, driving ranges, or martial arts 

 

*Go for a walk and chat up conversations with random people 

 

Death & Taxes 

The expression says there are two things certain in this world, death and taxes.  As I 

dread doing my taxes that expression comes to mind.  I think about death from time to 

time.  I have to say I don't dread it or look forward to it.  But I do think about it.  Maybe 

it's because of the work I do and its relationship to mortality. 

We will all die one day.  A great way to look at aging is a glorious process of gaining 

wisdom and living a meaningful life for all of your given years.  Exercise and eating right 

make this possible.  Do you really want to look back at your life and say, “what a waste?”  

I know many people who play golf, volunteer, and travel frequently in their 80s and 90s 

and feel pretty good.  Stay active and good luck with those taxes.   

 

Know Where to Look 

Good news is everywhere, if you know where to look.  I had the pleasure today to hear 

from and meet Dr. Bill Foege at Buckhead Rotary. Dr. Foege is the senior fellow at the 

Gates Foundation and led the effort to eradicate smallpox worldwide. He was one of only 

http://www.amazon.com/Art-Play-Adam-Blatner/dp/0876308442
http://www.scottgodwin.net/blog/the-meditative-effect-of-exercise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Lasch
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13 presidential Medal of Freedom recipients last year, the highest civilian honor 

bestowed upon a citizen of our country by the White House. 

What was so refreshing about Dr. Foege’s presentation was his upbeat tone and optimism.  

If you follow the news closely, you will notice the media tends to focus mostly on bad 

things.  That's good for them because it can create a kind of addictive “news junkie” 

mentality for many consumers.    

Even worse, focusing only on the bad stuff can make us cynical, hopeless, stressed-out, 

and prone to inaction about things we can actually do something about.  Contrary to the 

concept that things are getting worse, things in actuality are getting better for most people 

across the world.   

As well as complimenting Rotary International on their work to eradicate polio, Dr. 

Foege mentioned numerous other advancements in public health across the globe and 

encouraged us to continue to view ourselves as citizens of the world in our efforts.  To 

leave you with a quote from his talk- “there is a place for cynics and critics, just make 

sure it’s not in your office or mine.”    

  

What it’s About 

It's not about what you look like, how many pull-ups you can do, who has skinnier thighs, 

who is watching you, how fast you can run, or whose butt you can kick.  

 

It's about doing what you didn't think you could- writing the book, finishing the 

degree, getting up at 5am, running the marathon, earning the black belt, losing the 20, 

recovering from the surgery, or finally forgiving.  

 

It's about kicking one habit and adding a better one. 

 

It's about change.  It's about doing something new, what you never knew you were 

capable of. That's why it feels so good.  And then you do it again.   
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Movement & Meaning and Scott's Bio 

 

Scott Godwin at The Acropolis, Athens, Greece 

When we move with a purpose, then motivation, happiness, and health will follow. The 

Japanese have a word for this - Ikigai - a reason for being. 

Exercise, fitness, and sports have an enormous impact on the mind. Disciplined 

movement can play an integral role in alleviating the modern epidemics of stress, anxiety, 

and depression by changing the brain, altering our hormones, and by helping build self-

mastery. By understanding the deep power of movement, we can harness its benefits. 

Movement and Meaning is an ambitious project. It is a book and blog written to inform 

and inspire readers by painting a picture of the world we live in and letting us see how to 

solve our problems and achieve our goals with the help of physical activity. Health 

doesn't come from the latest diet fads, newest type of fitness program, or most recent 

development in healthcare technology, health comes from having a reason to live. 

Scott Godwin earned his Master of Science in Exercise Science from Georgia State 

University and his Bachelor of Science in Health Promotion from Auburn University 

where he graduated from both with honors. He is the founder and owner of Live Well Inc., 

a health, fitness, sports, and wellness consultancy with individual and corporate clients all 
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over the US and has helped 1000s of people achieve their goals, including Fortune 100 

Executives, Olympic and Amateur athletes, and individuals with disabilities, among 

many others from all walks of life. He has spoken at many Atlanta companies such as 

The Capital City Club and Natural Body Health Spas, and Auburn University, the 

University of Pennsylvania, Georgia Tech, and Georgia State University and has been 

featured on NBC, in the Atlanta Business Chronicle, and on several other prominent 

radio and television stations. 

Scott is a drug-free powerlifting champion and record holder, runner, martial arts 

enthusiast, hunter, and fisherman, and loves to ski, surf, do yoga, and hike. His interests 

and areas of expertise relating to Movement and Meaning include classical economics, 

civic leadership, and international travel and historical research. He is very active in the 

community and has served on the board of Special Olympics, Heartbound Ministries (a 

prison ministry), and has volunteered and served with the US Army National Guard, The 

MS Leadership Council, The Center for Visually Impaired, The Shepherd Center, The 

Brookhaven Health Alliance, The Buckhead Rotary Club and The Livable Buckhead 

Organization. 

For more information: www.scottgodwin.net 
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